
Estonian Table Tennis Veteran`s Open Cup  2022 
 
Haapsalu, 03.-04. September 2022 
 

Organizer : Haapsalu Table Tennis Club  

Contact: FB : Heikki Sool, e-mail : heikki.sool@gmail.com 

Venue: Haapsalu Sports Center, Lihula mnt 10, Haapsalu 

Equipment : The competition takes place on 16 - 24 Donic PERSSON25 blue tables, ball DHS 

*** white. 

 

Classes/singles, women's and men's doubles 

40+  1982 - 1973 MS, MD, WS, WD 

50+  1972 - 1968 MS, MD, WS, WD 

55+  1967 - 1963 MS 

60:  1962 - 1958 MS, MD, WS, WD  

65:  1957 - 1953 MS 

70:  1952 - 1948 MS, MD, WS, WD  

75:  1947 - 1943 MS 

80:  1942 or earlier MS 

 

System of play : Singles matches for all ages are played in a group system. Up to 4 players 

in each group. The top 2 of each group get to the finals and the 3rd-4th. a place in the 

consolation tournament, where the competition is held until the first loss in the Olympic 

system. Doubles matches are played until the first loss in the Olympic system. Players have 

the right to participate in singles in two classes (own and younger) and doubles in one class. 

 
Umpires : In the groups the umpires are the players. In the final tournament, the umpires 

are appointed by the organizer. 

 
Registration : You can register by e-mail: heikki.sool@gmail.com or FB Heikki Sool or GSM 

+372 5205204 until September 31, 2022 22:00. 

 
Participation fee : Singles: 20.-€ one competition class, 10.-€ second competition class 

and 5.-€ doubles. 

 

Prizes : The winners of all classes are awarded with trophies, second, third and consolation 

tournament winners with medals. 

 

In general : Each participant is responsible for his own state of health. The organizer 

reserves the right to make changes to the competition system as necessary. For those 

wishing to stay, 60 places in 3-person rooms have been reserved for €45 (room price) in 

Haapsalu Sports Center tel. +372 4725060 password - table tennis. The rooms have WC, TV, 

shower, wi-fi. Saturday 03.09. in the evening 20.00 gathering with dance €30. All payments 



can be made to Haapsalu Table Tennis club a/a account EE241010220009770017 SEB by 

August 31 or in cash on site by 9:30 a.m. at the latest. 

 

S C H E DU L E : 
02.09. Friday 
17:00   - FINLAND - ESTONIA national team`s 

 
03.09. Saturday 
10:00   - groups 

13:00   - lunch 

15:00   - winners tournament and consolation tournament 

20:00   - gathering with dance evening 

04.09 Sunday 
10:00   - doubles 

12:00   - closing ceremony 

 

Welcome to Haapsalu! 
 
Heikki Sool  
President of Haapsalu LTK 
 


